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a well known crack writer, but a little too short on reasoning why he would lower a game to make it
work on a dual core, a P4 2.0 GHz CPU is about the most common one used in dual core computers.

Im a crack writer myself and know that if you use kis and its friends, your game will run at glacial
speeds. I just think that crack writers should be a little more informed on what their talking about. A
cracked game will always be slower then a original. Ok I d/l's the paul dll, and the original paul.dll
and the game runs full speed (and its amazing compared to the original) Anyway a big thanks to
crack writers for providing this for us all, I'm sure this will help many users with their copy! Ok

thanks, Ive been wondering why this couldnt run on my dual cores. I use Vista in some cases and
NFS UO runs fine allthough much slower then most games, Yes I use the original crack also. I will
wait for the Christmas deals. Actually I have no problems with it running on dual cores. I have two

dual core CPUs in my lap and it runs fine. I am however getting the inability to run the game at
decent speeds (certain missions are running slow) So im now trying to figure out where to look for

the settings to change the performance of the game on dual core since all other games/cracks/other.
I would like to get my games running full speed. If I had a regular 1 core with Dual Core processor, I

wouldnt be having a problem. I d/l's the crack and change the paul.dll to the original and ran the
game. Hmmmm well its great compared to the original, but I cant get the game running full speed,
although I did change the camera settings to driver (I had them at default) I did change the Themes
Service off, which worked, I changed the Game Mode to Office and then started the game and the

dont have anything else installed (other than the game) and I have a nvidia 7 series and I run
S.M.A.R.T. Also
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I see some of you are running the game under Vista Ultimate/64 bit, this may be your problem, quite
a few people have told me of games that didnt work properly with vista 64/Ultimate, Id suggest

trying Vista 32bit or just get a copy of Windows XP Pro 32bit, I use XP Pro 32 bit and I havent had any
trouble with any games on my computer, I did have choppy game play with undercover until I used

the orignal paul.dll it does fix the bad performance with the game. I have a copy Of Vista Ultimate 64
and Ill be installing that operating system soon to find out if Vista really is a culprit for nfs

undercover performance. Ive used the orignal paul.dll on three different computers and it fixed the
performance on each one, even my brothers low end pc. (2 gb ram DDR400, Radeon X1900 GT, and
a old 2003 intel BTX motherboard, Pentium 4 3.40 ghz processor.) He uses windows xp pro as well
and the game works fine for him. Undercover itself is a pretty adventurous racing game. Not only
there are a lot of challenges where you can test your driving skills and racing knowledge (but the
greatest part is that the game contains a highly detailed and impressive environment), there are

also a lot of different and pretty new roads and routes that you can use during a race. NFS
Undercover Complete Edition has the season 2008, F1 series 2008 mod edition available. NFS

Undercover Complete Edition is a pretty close to complete game in the NFS Undercover Series, i
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have complete version of NFS undergound Complete Edition and the CD Key is working for me. The
Controll and Graphics are fantastic. Anyways if you wanna download the F1 mod kit here it is: http://
www.moddb.com/games/nfs-undercover/downloads/nfs-undercover-complete-edition-f1-2008-mod-

kit 5ec8ef588b
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